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Invisible Fences Are For Dogs Not People
(Review)

Law #10 - Law of EXPOSURE
Law Defined: Fences need to be VISIBLE to others and COMMUNICATED to
them in relationships.
A fence that is not communicated is not WORKING.
We keep fences a SECRET because of FEAR.
Relationships SUFFER because of UNEXPRESSED fences.
We are DISHONEST because we want to manage someone elseʼs
PERCEPTION.
Itʼs in the LIGHT that we have access to GOD and OTHERS.
Rules for living the Law of Exposure
Rule #1 - LIVE the Law of Exposure Yourself
Rule #2 - Make the Fence CLEAR
Rule #3 - CURE Fears and Make Communication SAFE
[chart]
GOAL: Our relationship is ___________ than this conflict, feeling, or
experience. Our connection and affection will ____________ after this
conflict is past.
Rule #4 - Donʼt __________________ Non-Expression

Rule #5 - Donʼt Get In the _____________

Rule #6 - Learn Fence _________________

MYTHS
Definition of Myth: _______________ that looks like ______________.
A myth will keep us from __________________ the truth.
Myth #1 - If I set up fences, Iʼm being ___________________
Eph 5: 2 Live a life filled with love for others, following the example of Christ....

SELFISHNESS VS STEWARDSHIP
Selfishness - _________________ on our own wishes and desires to the
___________________ of our responsibility to others.
God is more interested in meeting our ________ than granting our _________.
2 Corn 12:9 Each time he said, "My gracious favor is all you need. My power works best in your
weakness."
12:10 Since I know it is all for Christ's good, I am quite content with my weaknesses and with insults,
hardships, persecutions, and calamities. For when I am weak, then I am strong.
Phil 4:11 I am not saying this because I am in need, for I have learned to be content whatever the
circumstances.
Phil 4:19 And my God will meet all your needs according to his glorious riches in Christ Jesus.

Fear will ________ you of enjoying what you have _____________.
Stewardship - the ________________ and/or care for _______________ for
which one has no ____________________.
Our lives are _______________ from God.
When we establish fences, we are ______________ Godʼs ________________.

